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Beyond the rainbow’s end

Walking on the west pier in Dun Laoghaire. Picture: Judy Humphreys
The last year and a quarter has been a long trek
for all of us: deprived of their usual walks, Trekkers
have walked where they could. Twenty-two Trekkers
have been kept busy learning about map reading
and navigation on an online course devised by Mark
Taylor and Alan Kane. Meanwhile, a few weeks
ago Trekkers received Cathal Drohan’s descriptions
of walks we could do while staying within our
5km limit. The articles in this Trekker newsletter
couldn’t be accounts of recent walks -- but includes
contributions about favourite walks, before and

during lockdown; advice on birdwatching when
you’re out walking; a profile of longstanding Trekker
Monty Tinsley and his memories of John Furey, who
died very recently; and travel articles -- we can
dream. We have a recipe this month, along with
Trekkers’ recommendations on books, TV shows and
films and now also podcasts.
Many thanks to all the contributors to this
newsletter -- please keep those recommendations
and ideas for articles coming.
Frances O’Rourke
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Chair’s notes
Dear Trekkers
Welcome to our Spring edition of the Newsletter. It’s
a fantastic read and our editor has excelled herself
with all the contributions from our members. We
may not be walking together but the memories
evoked by the articles of previous walks are
inspiring.
I can vouch for Farannan’s recipe (page
16) – it’s delicious -- and I am looking forward to
reading many of the books recommended.
Our return date to walking as a Club is still
not clear and may be a couple of months away. We
are in frequent touch with Mountaineering Ireland
and will keep you updated with any changes.
In the meanwhile we are looking for your
views on some matters. We have devised an online

Letters to the editor
A big thank you to Fran and all who contributed to
the January newsletter. I allowed my imagination to
travel and had a wonderful time on my virtual walks.
I started in the Mourne Mountains , climbing was no
bother and the banana break was well timed.
With my new level of fitness I now attacked
Lugnaquilla, no bother!! But glad to have layers
on as it was chilly at the top. So time to warm up
in Gran Canaria, how we all could do with some
sunshine now. Back home, Howth,Waterford and a
fascinating walk and great history around Marino.
By the time I travelled to and had great fun in
Tinahely with Paddy and the team, I was tiring,
but again the Trekkers came to my rescue with a
wonderful selection of books and films. Certainly
plenty to keep spirits up.
Thank you all for these wonderful trips and
glad to report, not an ache or pain in the process!!
But – I’m looking forward to the real thing.
Lucia Shelly
Thanks to Cathal Drohan for devising B, C and
Social walk routes that could be done when we
were restricted to walking within 5km of our homes.
It was a lovely idea of Cathal’s that the walks would
converge. I’d just like to point out that in general,
Social walks are about 5.5km although occasionally
they have done more, if an easy path that avoids a
lot of climbing. I would also not recommend going
downhill on the Lobsterman’s Path [off the Vico
Road to Killiney beach] as it is too rough.
Patricia Dufffy
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survey which will be sent out to all members next
week. We are hoping for a great response and
have a great prize for one lucky respondent. The
results of the survey will be brought to the AGM in
October.
We owe a huge debt of gratitude to a
few people, namely: Alan Kane and Mark Taylor
for a top class navigation training course with 22
members participating; Geraldine Boland for her
expertise, advice and time devising the online
survey; Fran O’Rourke our Editor for the bumper
newsletter you are about to enjoy.
And finally thanks to the committee for their
ongoing hard work and to you the members for
keeping in touch.

Fiona

CAPTION COMPETITION

Our caption competition is back -- send
suggested captions for the picture above taken
by Judy Humphreys to
me at franorourke@
gmail.com -- there’s a
prize for the winnng
entry.
The prize for the caption
on the right goes to
Jeanne Salter, who
suggests the caption
should read:
Rocking the 90s’
punk look on the
Spinc

Unlocking the mystery of maps
Catherine Almond gives
five stars to Mark Taylor and
Alan Kane’s map reading and
navigation course
I’ve always loved maps – I like
to sit down and read them like a
novel. I can pore over them for
hours fantasising about the exotic
locations and adventures awaiting
me. And as for Google Earth –
have you scanned the depths of
the oceans?
So, I have embarked on
a map reading and navigation
course with our valiant teachers
Alan and Mark who took on the
task of trying to instil into their
Trekker colleagues some of the
science behind the exotic mystery.
Patience and a sense of humour
is required!!
I have rekindled my
enthusiasm for taking that walk
down the pier for the gazillionth
time now that I have homework
to do; tracking the route, taking
in all the landscape features,
and planning the escape route
– although the sort of escape I
would like is to a far off beach
where the sun is shining, not to
the nearest road.
But, I have to say I am
thoroughly enjoying the new
discipline the course has brought
to my lockdown life. Homework
to be done and submitted for
scrutiny – on time – not the
easiest.
The course is extremely
well presented by our two expert

Version 3.1

Map Reading &
Navigation
MODULE 3
TO P I C : C R E AT I N G A R O U T E
CA R D

teachers, Alan
Kane and Mark
Taylor. We
have learned
an enormous
amount so far
and at time of
writing in midMarch, we were
only halfway
through. We
started in January
by looking at
map reading using the OSI Map
56 and the East-West Map for
Wicklow East – getting to know
what all the lines and symbols
mean, placing ourselves, locating
positions and learning about
mountain features.
Then the maths kicked
in – measuring distances, height
gain and loss, and only then did
we get out our compasses. We
have learned about magnetic
variation, grid bearings, magnetic
bearings, the Naismith formula
and not least how to hold a
compass properly when taking
bearings. And all this via Zoom.
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Maps

DATE:

Hike Description & Objective:

Number of Hikers:

Time of Sunset

Fitness Level
1

Expected Start Time
Expected End Time

Leaders
2
names
and
phone #'s
3

Naismith Rule

Higlight used values

Walking Pace

Magnetic Variation

30

Total Distance

Total Height

Fast

5 KPH

Fast

15 metres in 1 minute

Average

4 KPH

Average

10 metres in 1 minute

Slow

3 KPH

Slow

10 metres in 2 minutes

Very Slow

2 KPH

Uphill rate in Metres / minute

ESCAPE ROUTES

From

To

Distance - KM

Height - Meters

Not one foot in the
mountains yet, unfortunately.
And then we reached the point
of it all – preparing a route card
for a hike. Alan and Mark are
hard taskmasters and sticklers for
accuracy – and so they should be if

Time minutes

Bearing on which you
initially walk

Bearing to end point

Comments AND for the class exercise describe mountain features of the section

Trekkers on
the course
learnt how
to create a
route card
in Module 3

we are to be put in charge of leading
our fellow Trekkers through the wilds
of Dublin and Wicklow.
We are also learning how
to use the ViewRanger app and it’s
amazing what can be done with it.
Mark is putting us through our paces
and the homework is building up.
We were only on our second week of
ViewRanger (mid-March) and I look
forward to putting all this new found
knowledge into practice soon. In the
meantime I’m tracking every walk I
take, looking it up on a map, plotting
it on ViewRanger. My family are very
impressed!!
We can’t wait to get back
onto the mountains, enjoying the
company of friends and the joy of the
open countryside. And as for putting
our newly acquired skills to the test
– who will volunteer to go first? My
sincere thanks to Alan Kane and Mark
Taylor for their enthusiasm, patience
and expertise, not to mention all the
hard work they are putting into this
course. Five Stars!!

Mark Taylor and
Alan Kane, (two at
top right in picture
on right) created
and presented an
online Map Reading
& Navigation course
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An appreciation

Map reader
extraordinaire
John Furey
Down the years the Trekkers Mountaineering Club
has been fortunate in having many members who
excelled in the science of navigation. Apart from
Shaun Trant, the first accomplished exponent of this
skill was John Furey, who died recently.
The Trekkers was formed in 1982 and three
years later John joined the mountaineering group
with enthusiasm. He was the 14th person to be
invited to join by its founder, Shaun Trant.
He loved to climb the Bens in Connemara
and the Reeks in Kerry as well as many other peaks
and walkways. Thirty years later he could still be
seen on Club walks relishing the occasion.
In his younger years John was a very
competitive athlete and had been Irish Schoolboy
Champion for the high jump. He used to tell fellow
trekkers that his knees were banjaxed because he
did not always clear the bar on those jumps!
He was meticulous in his attention to detail
and now switched that dedication to overcome the
challenges that are found on the hills. He acquired
an in-depth knowledge of navigation and realised
the importance of safety in the valleys and on the
hills.
On a fine day he could be seen armed with
his map and compass honing those skills by walking
on a compass bearing to a waypoint; observing
how the landscape was depicted on the map and
watching out for the historical monuments that were
highlighted on the route.
John told me that “practise on a fine day will
give you the confidence that is needed for a bad
day”. Like many members I can testify to his superb
command of that art.
In particular I remember coming out of a
western mist and arriving at the summit of Nephin
Mountain in Co Mayo in 1999, wet and cold but
glad to have reached the trig spot. I know there
are many other similar examples of his precise and
careful leadership. One always felt safe when John
was on the team.
Over the years he gave many navigation
courses to the Trekkers in both classroom and
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John Furey ‘Practise on a fine
day will give you confidence
needed for a bad day’
outdoor settings. In later years these talks and tests
often included the use of the GPS equipment. Then
he generously gave his notes to the Club and these
now appear on the website.
John was a great storyteller and loved to
socialise with Trekkers at the end of every walk
especially if the watering hole had his favourite
tipple. He was a good connoisseur of “the water of
life” and that of course helped to embellish the tales
he told.
He was particularly proud that his daughter
Ciara was one of the first three ladies to join the
Club. He was the first person elected as Secretary
where he served for three years. This role expanded
as new applicants joined the Club and his words of
wisdom to new members were simple but important
-- “Stay behind the leader and in front of the
sweeper”.
The club has benefitted in so many ways
from his membership and it has been a privilege to
have known him.
He is survived by his wife Dorothy (his first
wife, Mary, predeceased him) and his children John
Paul, Raymond, Kevin and Ciara. To them we offer
our condolences on their great loss.
Monty Tinsley

Free as a bird: what to watch for
when you’re out on a walk

Black Guillemots, left: in spring and summer their deep black plumage is highlighted by a bright white
wing patch and blood red feet. Right: a Jay -- a pink crow! Photographs: Niall Keogh

Willow Warblers,
strutting
Red Grouse,
Mediterranean Gulls
- they’re just some
of the many birds
you might spot on a
woodland walk or a
seaside stroll. Birder
Niall Keogh on
southside walks for
birdwatchers

A welcome side-effect of travel
restrictions this past year has
been an apparent increase in
attention given to the natural
world. Whether consciously or
subconsciously, many people

have found that a slowdown in
their lifestyle and routine has
highlighted the benefit of a good
walk outdoors or the serenity
that can be found watching a
Robin in the garden. A vicarious
satisfaction from observing
the freedom of birds and their
migrations during a time when
ours is curtailed perhaps!
The conservation
organisation BirdWatch Ireland
stated that during lockdown in
early 2020, traffic to their website
increased by over 500 per cent,
with a focus on their garden bird
content.
The garden or local park
is where many of us take notice
of birds in our day-to-day lives,
hanging feeders to attract Blue
Tits or going to see ducks at the
pond. Without knowing it, most
people can probably identify up
to 20 species of bird as a result
of this day-to-day appreciation of
our feathered friends.
This article sets out a few
suggested walks in south County
Dublin where birdwatchers can
further their interest.

Killiney Hill
Well known for its scenic views
and often very busy at the
weekends as a result -- despite
this, Killiney Hill is still a great
place to see woodland species
and birds of prey.
Heading into the wood
off the main paths will increase
your chances of finding species
such as Jay (a pink crow!),
Treecreeper, Goldcrest (Europe’s
smallest bird), Coal Tit, Longtailed Tit and Bullfinch. Keep an
eye out for Red Squirrel which
was reintroduced into the park
many years ago.
The hillside and coastal
vistas from the top of Dalkey
Hill or along the Vico Road offer
a chance to scan for Raven,
Sparrowhawk, Buzzard and
Peregrine.
While its eyes–to-the-sky
for these soaring birds, make
sure to keep watch over the sea
for Fulmars (a smaller relative of
the albatross) circling out from
the cliff by White Rock and
Continued on page 6
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Common Terns may nest on idle yachts around the harbour
continued from page 5
Harbour Porpoise (small dolphins)
which regularly frequent Killiney
Bay.

Cruagh, Ticknock
Forest and Fairy
Castle
We are lucky to have upland
habitats within striking distance of
the Dublin suburbs. Sites such as
Cruagh, Ticknock and Fairy Castle
are popular hiking routes where
species associated with moorland
and coniferous habitats can be
found.
Blocks of commercial
forestry are generally less diverse
than deciduous woodland but are
good places to look for finches
such as Lesser Redpoll, Siskin and
the pine-cone loving Crossbill.
In areas where forestry
has been felled, recolonising
scrub provides breeding habitat
for migrants such as Willow
Warbler and Whitethroat, whose
songs are a welcome sign of
spring. In April or May you might
even hear a Cuckoo!
Out on the windswept
hilltops, birds of open country
are on the agenda. Early morning
is best for seeing the handsome
Red Grouse strutting among the
heather.
Stony areas around the
peaks might host a small flock of
Golden Plover or the occasional
Wheatear hopping about. Both
species are migrants, the Plover
likely heading on to Iceland for
the summer and the Wheatear
having arrived back from Africa
where it spent the winter.
A lunchbreak stop is a
good time to take in the moorland
soundtrack, provided by the rich
song of Skylark and descending
notes of Meadow Pipit.
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Chance to see a Sparrowhawk
from Vico Road

Dun Laoghaire
area
The comfortable walking
conditions between Sandycove,
Dun Laoghaire Harbour and
Seapoint offer a fantastic
opportunity to get to grips with
coastal species and seabirds.
Waders forage for
invertebrates along the seaweed
covered rocky shoreline. Look for
Oystercatcher, Turnstone, Purple
Sandpiper and Curlew here.
Fish eaters such as Great
Northern Diver, Shag and Great
Crested Grebe swim at the sea
surface before going under after
their quarry.
Three species of auk can
be found here but Black Guillemot
is my personal favourite. In spring
and summer their deep black
plumage is highlighted by a bright
white wing patch and blood red
feet.
Six species of gull can
be expected in the area but
Mediterranean Gull, with its pure
white wings, is the one to watch
out for. Originating from Eastern
Europe and once very rare in
Ireland, their numbers expanded
west during the 1990s and
Sandycove is now one of the best
places in the country to see this
recent colonist.

Terns are the elegant
relatives of gulls, wintering in
Africa and breeding in Ireland
during summer. Sandwich Terns
(black bills with a yellow tip) are
the first to arrive from late March
while Common Terns (red bills
with a black tip) appear in late
April. The latter will nest around
the harbour on idle yachts! 		
These “sea swallows”
are a treat to watch, performing
graceful manoeuvres when diving
into the water after small fish.
Top tips for birding in this
area: the East Pier is great for
coffee and ice cream, but the
West Pier is wilder and better for
birds! Keep an eye on the tides,
timing your visit with high or low
might mean you see different
species.
See section on Ireland’s birds
with pics and info on BirdWatch Ireland website:
https://birdwatchireland.ie/
irelands-birds-birdwatch-ireland/list-of-irelands-birds/
Also, get Merlin Bird ID app
by Cornell Lab of Ornithology.
A free app to download with
pics, info, maps and songs/
calls of birds:

https://www.allaboutbirds.org/news/
Niall Keogh
is a lifelong
birder,
working in
the field of
ornithology
for over 15
years for
BirdWatch
Ireland,
UCD, GMIT
and a number
of ecological
consultancies.
He also offers
guided birding
tours for

individuals
and groups.
Contact:
nialltkeogh@
hotmail.com,
Twitter@
nialltkeogh

My Favourite Walk

A Ramble into Yeats Country
Benbulbin looked
unclimbable -- but
turned out to be
Dermot Murray’s
most memorable
walk
Of the countless walks that I have
been on with the Trekkers over
the years – among them walks
in sunshine, mist, drizzle, sleet,
snow and that haily stuff that
pings gently (or not so gently) off
the hood of one’s hiking-jacket
– there are many that hold a
special place in my memory.
However, if asked to
put my finger on which walk
I enjoyed the most, I believe
I would settle on a walk that
took place on the last day of
September 2017, on what turned
out to be the very last of Brendan
Bracken’s trips away – and which
was as beautifully orchestrated as
ever.
We had driven down to
this remote part of County Sligo
the preceding evening, arriving,
in truth, in dribs and drabs, but
at a time of day when enough
light still clung to the sky so that
we could clearly make out our
objective for the following day:
the tall and unmistakable peak of
Benbulbin.
The day of the walk began
in magnificent fashion and we
were treated to a sumptuous
breakfast of bacon, egg and
sausages. Appropriately fuelled
for the day, we drove to a spot
called Luke’s bridge and the
starting point of the walk. The
weather was clear and bright.
Belbulbin loomed before us like

Trekkers on a hike up Benbulbin, Co Sligo, led by the late Brendan
Bracken on the last day of September 2017
an immense vaulting-horse,
green-tinged and scarred with
pits and rivulets.
At this stage, one might
have been forgiven for wondering
how we were ever going to
tackle this sheer (and surely
unclimbable) projection of rock,
but our two guides for the walk
assured us that it was eminently
possible.
As I discovered over the
course of the walk, the trick
seemed to be to keep close to
the streams falling from the
slopes above, and by doing so we
managed to gain height gradually
and without any undue difficulty.
The walk was peppered
with lots of little curiosities.
At one point on the ascent we
passed into the low-ceilinged
chamber of a largish cave, reemerging at the far end into
blinding brightness.
Legend has it that there
is a cave in the area where
Diarmuid and Gráinne hid from
an enraged Fionn Mac Cumhaill,
and this cave is indeed believed

to be one of the highest in all of
Ireland.
So was our humble
cavern the site of such legendary
happenings? It is impossible to
say – although I do have a hazy
recollection of one of our guides
telling us a somewhat more
plausible story about weaponry
and ammunition being hidden
in this cave at the time of the
Troubles.
Also on our ascent, we
were shown the spot where the
extremely rare mountain-flower
known as the Fringed Sandwort
had been discovered, a hardy
herb that is believed to have
survived the savage conditions
of the last ice age, clinging
tenaciously to existence under
a blanket of snow and frost that
lasted for millennia – so that its
delicate white flowers belied a
quite remarkable resilience.
We paused for lunch at
the frontmost part of the ridge of
Benbulbin. I have had lunch in
continued on page 8
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Lunch ‘on the very brink of heaven’
continued from page 7
places that are higher up than
this – indeed, lunch at the cairn
on Lugnaquilla would surpass it
by almost four hundred metres –
but I do not think I have ever had
lunch with such a sense of being
high up, owing, of course, to the
sheer slopes on all sides. 		
It was as if we had been
briefly permitted to sit on the very
brink of heaven and gaze down
upon the earthly realm below.

We backtracked then,
wading through russet-coloured
heather to a place called King’s
Mountain, at times skirting drops
and precipices that rivalled those
which we had experienced at
lunchtime, and ultimately we
arrived back at our starting-point
and completed our loop.
Our reward for the day’s
exertions (not that we needed or
deserved one) was a plate of beef
and Guinness stew.
If a great walk is one in

which its various elements blend
together beautifully, then this
walk certainly had all that one
could wish for: perfect weather,
spectacular views, fascinating
terrain, a sense of the past, a
surprise or two along the way –
while the whole experience was
bookended by hearty helpings of
magnificent food.
It was a day that provided
joy for both the challenge-seeker
and comfort-lover alike.

My Favourite Lockdown Walk

Sunrise on Sandymount Strand
Mary Dolan on the magic
of a socially distanced walk
at dawn
My favourite lockdown walk with Patrick is a
walk on Sandymount Strand at sunrise. It
provides a sense of adventure, of being out
when others are not. And sometimes, even
a glorious sunrise. After a year of being
Sandymount Strand just before sunrise
holed up it doesn’t take much to excite us.
We pick a day when the tide is out,
photographers. Then comes the advance of the
or going out. This allows us to walk on the beach
dog walkers and they go very far out until they are
and stay as socially distanced as we choose. We
mere specks on the horizon. Invariably we also see
wear sturdy rubber boots because it is wet and
a couple of older ladies, and less often, older men,
muddy and requires tramping through little pools.
usually on their own, walking briskly. I think to
My surprise, first time around, was that it is light
myself that they are women I would like to emulate
before sunrise. Who knew? I am now aware of the
when I reach their age and then, of course, realize I
precise meanings of “first light” “dawn” and finally
am probably older than them!
“sunrise”.
Sun now risen, we get going on our walk. It
On arrival we sit in the car, sip coffee, and
is
really
just up and down and around the strand.
wait for the big event. Sometimes, there is no
You
can
go a long way out at low tide, although
cloud cover and the sun, as it rises, is absolutely
I always get a bit nervous about sinking sands or
breathtaking. Occasionally, there may be a blanket
some such horror. If we don’t feel adventurous
of cloud above so that it is quickly hidden from
then we just stick to the path. As more people
view, but the rays still break through in blazing
arrive we avoid pinch points by going up on the
sunbeams. And sometimes you see nothing at
grass. Part of the spectacle is watching the waves
all but you know the sun is there and it does get
of birds arriving to feed on the worms and shellfish.
lighter.
There seem to be distinct feeding grounds that they
The peoplewatching is phenomenal and
stick to. And it is quite a sight.
it comes in waves. First up, when we arrive, are
continued on page 9
the serious runners together with a handful of
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Sandymount:
finding shells,
picnic breakfast

Dympna Thunder gives Roisin Fitzgerald a
helping hand by the sea, top. Below: Coliemore
Harbour, Dalkey and looking towards Dun
Laoghaire lighthouse.
Pictures: Judy Humphreys

More seaside walks

continued from page 8
We watch the seagulls grab the whelk shells
in their beak (no mean feat) and fly them to firm
ground where they can extract the contents. The
little birds content themselves with digging in the
sand. And, occasionally, fishermen can be seen
collecting bait.
This is a great time for shells too. We have
the excitement of finding a “treasure”, an unbroken
razor shell with little shells attached. This will be
placed on our shelves with the same care we would
have previously brought to placement of a newly
purchased antique. It’s like a return to childhood.
We also look for the ferry boats coming and
going, and wonder what goodies are being brought
to our isle. When the tide is out the ferry boats
seem so near to shallow water. It is certainly the
miracle of Dublin port that huge ocean liners can
come virtually into the centre of the city. Those
Vikings were not stupid when they chose to settle in
Duhh Linn, the “black pool”.
There is a lovely walk out to the Poolbeg
Lighthouse from the strand but we haven’t done
it in a while. That walk gets crowded and there
a number of pinch points but we look forward to
doing it again. So strange, still, this need to recoil
from our fellow man. But masked up, as we are, we
still manage a wave to passersby.
The panorama of the horseshoe shaped
bay is, of course, beautiful to behold. Some do not
enjoy the chimney towers of Ringsend but we love
them as landmarks. Further over is the Head of
Howth, another beloved walk, but outside our 5km
limit for now. And swinging around, there is Killiney
Head and views of the South Dublin hills. Our walk

completed, it’s picnic breakfast time! Again a return to
childhood!
We sit in the car looking out to sea and enjoy
steaming coffee, and whatever we have grabbed from
the fridge – bread and marmite (I know, I know!), egg
sandwiches, a bit of fruit. It all tastes like the food of the
gods. Its busier now outside; more dog walkers; more
runners; more buggies, and the formidable advance of
the coffee carrying walking buddies.
Time to go home. We would hardly be up by
now normally. We haven’t walked miles but we have
walked. We feel we have been part of a cohort of
people who “do”. We have observed and we have had
“adventures”. And our day lies ahead of us. Life is good.
The Trekker April 2021
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Monty’s Circle of Friends
Being a Trekker is
all about the craic
and camaraderie as
well as enjoying the
great outdoors says
Monty Tinsley
Hillwalking “is the only sport
where you can walk and talk
at the same time,” says Monty
Tinsley, a former chair and
Trekker editor, who values above
all the camaraderie of the club.
“Circles of friendship form that
extend outside Trekkers so that
people who aren’t regular walkers
now for whatever reason are
connected to those circles.”
Monty joined Trekkers in
1995, about 13 years after it was
first formed, when there were
only about 31 members, just
three of them women. Honorary
life member Kevin Beegan was
his link to the club, which was
tentatively beginning to expand
and to organise two walks a
month, instead of just one.
He became the club’s
publicity officer from 2000 to
2002 and “was recycled as
chair from 2008 to 2011. It’s
an extremely important role,
you have to link in with most
members of the club, whether
they’re A, B or C walkers.”
The club had changed a
lot by 2011, when he stood down
– it had over 100 members. One
of his greatest satisfactions of his
time as chair was creating the
framework for what has become
the annual memorial day. It
started informally, several months
after Trekker Eric Lindstrom died
after having a heart attack while
out doing a recce. A walk was
held in his honour in July 2005;
by 2009, a decision was made to
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Monty Tinsley, former
Trekker chair and
newsletter editor.
One of his greatest
satisfactions as chair
was creating the
framework for the club’s
annual memorial day

hold a formal memorial service
for Trekkers who had died. With
permission from Glenmalure
Lodge, a memorial stone was
unveiled by Paddy O’Duffy. All
these years on, there are 19
people to remember; the latest,
John Furey, died in March.
Monty learnt a few
leadership lessons early on
walking with club founder
member Sean Trant, who led all
the walks in the first eight years.
“He was a very quiet man,
a strong man. On my second or
third walk he came to me and
said “You were a bit slow, were
you okay? He was careful in a
very quiet, practical, caring way.”
Monty, who grew up in
Sandycove, got interested in
hillwalking in his teens, going
away for a fortnight once a
year with the Scouts. He was
later involved with a boys’ club,
bringing them away to climb
Djouce and Maulin. “In those
days, you had very heavy and
awkward gear; if you wanted to
keep out the rain, you’d wear a
sou’wester. And we still haven’t
got serious gear that will keep
out the rain. A tip that Kevin
Beegan gave me was to dress

like an onion, with thin layers.
At first I had a blackthorn stick
until someone gave me a set of
walking poles. Two sticks are
better than one, they get you into
your stride and you can breathe
better.”
Monty’s wife Evelyn was
a great walker too “and we’d
do recces, it was a bit of fun”.
Highlights of his 26 years in the
club include a number of away
trips.
One was a visit to
the Blasket Islands on a trip
to Dingle, which Monty was
keen on, having read Muiris Ó
Súilleabháin’s Twenty Years
A-Growing as a teenager.
Another was a trip to Tory Island
“where Patsy Dan gave us a
royal welcome”. And then there
was a memorable trip to the
Tatras Mountains in Poland which
included a trip “to a mountain
lake where in 1989 Lech Walesa
and Pope John Paul II had met”.
“We’d have 20 to 25 on
away trips, and tried to keep the
numbers manageable. But I’d
say 15 or 16 on a walk is best,
because the sweeper has to be in
sight of the leader: bigger than
that is an accident waiting to
happen and leaders have a huge
responsibility.”
Navigation skills are also
important: “Leaders like Owen
McKeown and the late John Furey
always had maps and
Continued on page 11

Navigation, leadership skills important
continued from page 10
compasses and gave a few courses.”
The Trekker was a very colourful printed production in Monty’s
day. “I can take no credit for that, that was Brendan Bracken’s doing.”
What’s important to get people reading he advises “is to have a
diversity of stories”. And Monty’s been here before – he was first
profiled in the newsletter in 2011, after he’d stood down as chair. Then
he said “You may join the Trekkers to discover the great outdoors but
you will stay in it for the company.” His advice to new members is
now, as it was then, “to join in the craic and banter and allow yourself
to be enriched by our open university”.
Frances O’Rourke

Walks with History

The story of Cabinteely House
From Papist rebels
to the man behind
the Sweepstakes:
Myles Duffy on a
house where many
local walks begin

A consequence of the 5km limit
over the past year has been a
renewed focus on walking routes
close to home. The start and endCabinteely House: built in 1769 on land once owned by the O’Byrnes
point for several walks is Cabinteely
Protestant religion, money and widows.  Robert
Park, the central feature of which is
Nugent must indeed have been quite a character.
Cabinteely House.
What we might call an avid social climber! He
Cabinteely Park had been a possession of
married well three times to three widows!
the infamous O’Byrne Clan until dispossessed as
His first wife, Emilia Plunkett, died in
Papist rebels by Cromwell in the 1650s. It would
childbirth.
Her son Edmund had two children out of
have formed part of the 20,000 acres controlled
wedlock,
one
of whom became an admiral and the
by the Clan whose landholding had once been
other a field marshal.
as great as 75,000 acres. Its elevated pastoral
His second, Anna Maria Craggs, brought a
position must have ensured it could be defended
safe
parliamentary
seat at St Mawes. Her father,
successfully against marauders, while also affording
a pleasing panoramic view of the sea and St Bride’s Henry Drax, was the owner of the largest
sugar plantations in Barbados using African slave
Stream which flows through the demesne.
labour. His descendant, Richard Drax, has been
The original house was constructed in
Conservative
MP for South Dorset since 2010.
1769 for Robert Nugent when he was 60 years old
Robert Nugent  was a Westminster MP for
during his third marriage . He was originally from
42
years.
He first represented St Mawes, a
Carlanstown, Co Westmeath - a man described
rotten
borough
with only 95 houses from 1741 until
as “a jovial and voluptuous Irishman”, baptized
continued on page 12
Catholic but who had abandoned Popery for the
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Sweepstakes founder Joe McGrath was last owner
continued from page 11
1754 and then represented Bristol until 1774.
Nugent held many sinecures in the course of his
parliamentary career - Comptroller to the Household
of the Prince of Wales (later King George III); Lord
of the Treasury; Vice-Treasurer of Ireland; First Lord
of Trade and a member of the Irish Privy Council.
He was created Baron Nugent and 1st Viscount
Clare in 1767 and in 1776 Earl Nugent. He died in
1788.
Wife number three, Elizabeth Berkeley, also
brought a large fortune. She was the widow of
Augustus Berkeley, 4th Earl of Berkeley. It was
during the third Nugent marriage that Cabinteely
House was constructed.
The landscaping of Cabinteely Park was
created by Lancelot (Capability) Browne (17161783) the eminent 18th century English garden
designer whose style and preference was for natural
parkland with a water feature that connected to the
wider hinterland, rather than a formal garden.
His water feature in Cabinteely Park was
St Brides Stream – a collection of tributaries from
the modest Carrickmines River - the Ballyogan,
Glenamuck and Golf streams. These merge to
form St Bride’s Stream and subsequently form the
Loughlinstown River and after that the Shanganagh
River before entering the sea at Killiney strand.
The eldest child of that couple, Mary Nugent,
married George Nugent-Temple Grenville, son of
British Prime Minister George Grenville (1712-1770).
Their son-in-law served as Lord Lieutenant of
Ireland from 1782 to 1783 and from 1787 to 1789.
The last owner of the property was Joseph
McGrath (1888-1966), a Sinn Féin and Cumann na
nGaedheal TD whose business interests included
being an adviser to Siemens-Schuckert, the
contractor who constructed the Shannon hydroelectric scheme at Ardnacrushna, Co Clare.  He
established Irish Hospital Sweepstakes in 1930 and
became a very wealthy man.
	 He reputedly drew a salary of €100,000
from the Sweep and faced allegations that he made
more money than the hospitals the Sweep was
supposed to support.
	 McGrath was also a successful racehorse
owner and breeder. The stud and breeding
enterprise based at Glencairn was inherited by
his son Seamus McGrath who died in 2005; it is now
a housing estate.
	 Joe McGrath purchased the Irish Glass
Bottle Company in Ringsend in 1932 and through
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Saoirse Ronan in Brooklyn, one of the films which
used Cabinteely House as a location
IGB purchased Waterford Glass in 1950. He also
invested in Donegal Carpets which produced
luxurious woollen carpets in Killybegs that can be
seen today in Dublin Castle.
Cabinteely Park was taken over by Dun
Laoghaire Rathdown County Council in 1984 and
200 acres were sold for £1.6 million (£8,000 per
acre) to build approximately 600 houses in The
Park, Lambourne and Holmwood. A 52-acre site
at Woodbrook for 600 houses was sold by Sir Marc
Cochrane in 2006 for €160 million (€3 million per
acre)!
The interior of the house still has spectacular
views of Dublin Bay and must have been an
ideal venue for entertaining. The largely antique
refurbished house was available for public viewing
before lockdown and has been used as the setting
for film.
Brooklyn is just one of numerous movies
that have used Cabinteely House as a filming
location. Albert Nobbs starring Glenn Close,
Brendan Gleeson, Jonathan Rhys Meyers and
Antonia Campbell Hughes, is yet another Oscar
nominated picture to choose Cabinteely.
Brendan Gleeson is certainly no stranger
to Cabo, as the audacious art heist scenes in The
General, in which Gleeson played infamous Dublin
crime boss Martin Cahill, were shot in Cabinteely
rather than Russborough House, where the actual
robbery of Thomas Gainsborough’s Madame
Bacelli, Vermeer’s Lady writing a Letter with
her Maid, and other priceless paintings, occurred in
1986.

Off the tourist trail in Oman
Dick Ryan found
mountains,ocean,
desert and friendly
welcoming people
on a trip to a
sultanate on the
Arabian peninsula

“Amman, you said?”
Above: Arab Dhow on Indian Ocean near Muscat, the capital of Oman.
No . . . Oman. It is a
Below: our group at Frankincense Tree. Pictures: Helen Ryan
sultanate on the south-east of the
Arabian peninsula. It faces on to
the Indian Ocean. Saudi Arabia
and Yemen are neighbours. It
has about the same population as
Ireland in four times the area.”
This was the usual
conversation I had whenever I
mentioned that Helen and I had
booked a holiday in Oman. This
was in October 2019 and it turned
out to be a fascinating place to
visit.
As one might imagine, it is
a very hot, dry part of the world
with much of the country covered
in sand. Water is a prized resource
and is husbanded carefully. One of
very proud of their separate culture and identity.
the great wonders of the country
As far as we could see, women were well treated
is the ancient irrigation system called Falaj which
and could wear whatever they wanted. Usually they
collects whatever water there is and distributes it
wore a long black dress with a separate headscarf.
fairly wherever it is needed. The main agricultural
Others wore European dress and others the full
crop is dates and one is offered dates and coffee
black burqa. Men wore a long white garment and a
everywhere.
pillbox-shaped cap.
People wonder about safety in that part
The capital, Muscat, is a long, narrow lowof the world. In fact we felt perfectly at ease
rise city on the coast, totally unlike places such as
everywhere, even in the crowded souks. It is a
Abu Dhabi and Dubai. The old area around the port
Muslim country, of course, with a majority (70%)
and the souk is very attractive. One of the highlights
Ibadi and most of the remainder, Sunni and Shia.
of our trip was a visit to a turtle reserve near Sur.
We had never heard of the Ibadi group which was
We were privileged to be able to see the eggs
founded around the time of the Sunni/Shia split to
act as a moderating influence in that conflict. To this being laid and then being covered up by the mother
turtles before returning to the sea. We also saw lots
day, Oman tries to intervene quietly in the Saudi
Arabia/Iran conflict.
Continued on page 14
The people are friendly and welcoming and
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Castles in mountains south of desert
continued from page 13
of baby turtles (from eggs laid 60
days previously) waddling down
to the sea and heading off into
the Indian Ocean.
Our trip included a night
camping in the desert and
this was a unique experience.
Previously, we had seen lots of
camels, goats and some wild
donkeys wandering around the
dry scrubby areas near the coast.
As soon as we drove inland into
the real desert we noticed that
the camels were kept in paddocks
with high fences and these are
owned by the Bedouin who use
them as we use cattle for milk
and meat. They also use them for
racing.
Driving north out of
the desert, we explored the
mountainous area around Nizwa
with lots of castles and forts,
many beautifully restored and
well worth visiting. This is the Al
Hajar mountain range.
Our four-wheel drives
brought us to the edge of the
so-called Grand Canyon of Arabia
(2km. deep and 1km. long) from
the edge of which we could
look up to the summit of Jebel
Shems, Oman’s highest mountain
(3009m).
The rugged mountain
scenery is truly awesome with
enormous masses of twisted
rock thrown in all directions by
huge upheavals millions of years
ago. You got the impression
of primeval forces from the
beginning of creation, such was
the scale and shape of the rock
formations.
Space does not allow
me to describe some of
the other experiences we
had such as the wonderful
goat market in Nizwa, the
invitation by a Bedouin

Above: Our drivers in the desert. Below: the goat market in Nizwa and
notice about swimming in the Wadi

family into their tent in the desert
and the many refreshing wadis
(oases) where we relaxed.
This was not a walking
holiday per se. While there are

walking holidays advertised on
the internet, I would hesitate to
recommend Oman as a walking
destination because of the heat, the
need to carry lots of water and the
lack of shade and of developed trails.
I would, however, recommend it if
you are interested in a fascinating
country, not yet on the tourist trail,
with amazing and unusual scenery
and a welcoming population, proud
of their history and culture.
We went on a small group
(13) adventure tour organised by an
English operator, Exodus, and they
were excellent.

‘I’d hesitate to recommend
Oman as a walking destination
because of the heat’
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Escape to the New Forest
England’s New
Forest has walks
into woods, over
heath, by rivers
and sea, as well
as villages and
roaming ponies.
Kaye Moir
knows it well
Ponies roaming undisturbed are the New Forest’s most famous attraction
The New Forest, which became a National Park
in 2005, covers an area of 566sq km and is made
up of vast walking tracks, unspoiled woodland,
heathland, river valleys and villages in the south
of England – mostly in south-west Hampshire and
parts of Wiltshire.
Its name originates from William the
Conqueror who took ownership of it as his hunting
ground in 1079. He enforced a forest law which
evolved over time to allow people who occupy land
or property within New Forest to graze livestock,
including ponies, cattle and donkeys.
These people are known as the Forest
Commoners. The ponies, roaming undisturbed
throughout the Forest, are owned and maintained
by these Commoners and are the most famous
attraction in the New Forest.
I’ve come to know the New Forest extremely
well over the years as my son Keith lives within
sight of the Forest in Dibden Purlieu. Walking in the
New Forest can take one into the woods, by the
sea, over heath or by rivers or streams. The highest
point, Pipers Wait, is 129m above sea level.
There’s even an open top hop on/hop off bus
which goes right around the forest from village to
village. However the beauty of the Forest is in low
lying walks where at any stage walkers are within
meters of groups of ponies.
There are so many walks off road that
any level of walker or trekker can enjoy ending
or starting in one of the small but really beautiful
villages scattered throughout the New Forest.
One such is the river walk from Beaulieu Village
to Bucklers Hard, where ships for Nelson’s fleet

were built. The area has been preserved to
include the still standing Shipwrights’ Cottages, a
Maritime Museum and boats cruising down the
Beaulieu River. Walking to the historic Beaulieu
Village along the river pathway surrounded by
Forest ponies and an abundance of wildlife is
a sight to leave lasting memories.
My latest trip was over Christmas, during
Covid restrictions but before the UK was even more
out of bounds. We could walk daily in the Forest but
were obliged to remain local.
	 It was so wonderful to be so at one with
nature, surrounded by ponies, some donkeys,
deer and wildlife. Although all organised activities
and attractions were then closed, the beauty of the
timeless scenery, idyllic glades, ancient woodlands
and open moors was an escape from our new
reality.
To be stranded (it was five weeks before I could
return to Ireland), but be able to walk daily in the
New Forest, was a wonderful and unforgettable
experience. A trip, in safer times to this
extraordinary forest, regardless of age would be an
exhilarating experience one which would never be
forgotten.
Below are two websites with information
about accommodation and things to do, places to
walk in the New Forest.
https://www.visit-hampshire.co.uk/explore/
areas-to-visit/new-forest
https://routes.newforestnpa.gov.
uk/?mode=walk
The Trekker April 2021
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Crab with Yuzu
What is it? When do you eat it? Farannam Tannam on a
simple starter -- and finding the ingredients to make it

Is it because Trekkers work up an appetite on the
hills that we like to talk a lot about food? Like many
of you I am sure, my starter on Christmas Day is
traditionally based around smoked salmon and
prawns, but following a meal my wife and I had in
Circa Restaurant in Terenure last year, this was to
change.
Our starter was crab with Yuzu. It was
so good I asked the chef for the recipe which he
duly provided. It was a big hit with the family on
Christmas day and could also make a nice summer
dish.
The recipe and method are below. It is stated
to be for 6 but I think 4 people would easily
demolish it:
Mix together in a large bowl
200g approx. of picked Irish crabmeat* (Picked by
hand from the crab)
25ml yuzu juice
2 tablespoons of good quality mayonnaise
Maldon sea salt (to taste).
To serve
35g of crab spooned onto plate
Sliced Ya Pear placed on top of the crab (thin slices)
Garnish with dehydrated dillisk powder
Finish with a couple of drops of good quality olive
oil”
An important note on ingredients
*The crab: The crab in most supermarkets is
shrink wrapped and pasteurised and generally
quite tasteless. So go to a trusted fishmonger for
your (cooked) crab. (Luckily, we have a super local
fishmonger -- Connolly’s Fish in Rathmines Upper -who supplies fresh cooked crab).
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Crab mixed with Yuzu juice, topped with thinly
sliced pear, served with Alsace Riesling
Yuzu juice – how many of you have heard of it?
It is a lemon and citrus based seasoning available
in the Asian market, Kwality Foods in Rathmines,
Cavistons (ask for Junior) or on the internet.
Ya Pear: This is a Chinese white pear. This can be
hard to get so use ripe but not over-ripe ordinary
pears and serve very thinly sliced.
Dillisk powder: The dillisk must be in powder
form, i.e., milled. Specialist food suppliers and
delis such as Fallon and Byrne have it in stock but
you may have to grind it. I got mine by post from
Connemara Seaweed.
The work in this recipe is not the making of
the dish but the sourcing of the ingredients -- sure
what else would you be doing!
Wine: I suggest Trimback Riesling from Alsace.
Quoting from Hugh Johnston the wine writer “crab
and Riesling together are part of the creator’s plan”.
Most independent off-licences should have it at
about €22.

BOOKS ABOUT
WALKING
The Wild Places by
Robert Macfarlane: magic
read exploring the last
undomesticated landscapes in
Britain and Ireland
Annapurna 8000 by Maurice
Herzog: leader of the 1950
French expedition tells the story.
Amazing book and insight into
early Himalayan expeditions.
Brilliant!
Beyond Possible by Nimsdai
Purja: on my list to read, Purja’s
story of his life leading the team
that scaled K2 in winter
The Frozen River by James
Crowden: also on my to read
list is Crowden’s account of living
in the Himalayas in the 1970s,
before the arrival of roads and
mass tourism
GAYE MAGUIRE
Wicklow Bound: A Seasonal
Guide by Seán Ó’Súilleabháin:
guide to the Garden County,
with each chapter – starting in
January - covering a new month,
detailing the subtle changes in
the countryside and local wildlife.
RITA HIGGS
In Praise of Walking by Shane
O’Mara: TCD Professor O’Mara,
a neuroscientist, on the benefits
walking confers on our bodies
and minds. Parts of the book are
somewhat technical/biological
-- you might have to refer to the
dictionary -- but are worth the
effort.
Some of it is really
inspirational and helped to
cement walking into my life.
There are several phrases of note,
one that sticks in my mind is
“sitting is the new smoking”
CIARAN MAHON

fun, a serious sorcerer, never
cruel, wickedly funny, without
artifice, and an innocence which
sidestepped materialism. I count
myself lucky to have met him for
those short years.
PADDY MACMANUS

BOOK
BEAT
What
Trekkers are
reading
GENERAL BOOKS
Stalingrad by Vasily
Grossman: Am reading Vasily
Grossman’s Stalingrad at moment,
not an easy read by any means
but its insights into Russia at the
time are fascinating. I struggle
with the detail on military
manoeuvres but worth the effort.
SUSAN RYAN
For A Little While by Rick
Bass: short stories set in
remote Montana. Beautiful
characterisations, the immensity
of the nature, and the collected
oddities of humans accepting one
another.
Harbour Lights by Derek
Mahon: Poetry collection by the
late Derek Mahon, who in the
late 1960s was a neighbour in
London. The sessions with him
were mighty -- he was more than

The Sisters Brothers by
Patrick DeWitt: darkly comic
Western set in Oregon and
California in 1851 is a brilliant
book! Also now a film on Netflix.
American Dirt by Jeanine
Cummins: superb if difficult read
about a Mexican woman and child
trying to cross the US border as
undocumented immigrants.
Thrillers by Jo Nesbo: any
of the books by this Norwegian
writer, he’s a page turner.
All the Light We Cannot See
by Anthony Doerr: parallel lives
of a French girl and German boy
collide in occupied France. Magic,
a beautiful book.
The 100-Year Old Man Who
Climbed Out the Window
and Disappeared by Jonas
Jonasson: Novel by Swedish
author about a 100-year-old man
who flees from his nursing home.
Also movie on Netflix.
Shadowplay by Joseph
O’Connor: It took me ages to
get into this one, but I loved it
in the end. Based on the life of
Bram Stoker – spoiler alert – I
had to google a bit about Dracula
etc, as I felt I was a bit lost in
not knowing too much about that
story. Read a bit about it before
reading the book,
Educated by Tara Westover:
A true story of a woman
overcoming a childhood filled with
religious restrictions to find a new
and open world. My favourite
book of 2019.
From a Low & Quiet Sea
by Donal Ryan: Beautiful and
thought provoking novel in which
the lives of a Syrian refugee, a
heartbroken carer and a crooked
moneyman cross in Ireland.
continued on page 18
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Continued from page 17
Night Boat to Tangier by
Kevin Barry: Two criminals
wait in Algeciras for a daughter
to arrive on a boat from Tangier
– and their stories leading to
this point. High point was the
gripping scene in Judas Escariot
shebeen. You’ll love it or hate it.
The Heart’s Invisible Furies
by John Boyne: Super book
where the main character is
trying to find his place in the
world, from Ireland in the 1940s
to today. Covers so many themes,
and beautifully written.  
The Five: The Untold Lives of
the Women Killed by Jack the
Ripper by Hallie Rubenhold:
Ignore that it’s about victims of
Jack the Ripper – please do and
you will enjoy a great social history read of London, and women’s
lives, during the period of Jack
the Ripper.
GAYE MAGUIRE

story from Ancient Greece.
UNA DAVIS
A Line Made By Walking by
Sara Baume: A beautiful book
that takes us inside the mind of
a young woman who, in her own
words, is trying to “take responsibility for the furniture inside my
head”.
AINE ALLEN
Overcoming by Vicky Phelan
with Naomi Linehan: This
autobiography draws the reader
into the life and times of cervical cancer campaigner Vicky, who
is having treatment in Maryland
which will hopefully prolong her
amazing life. Vicky has overcome
many challenges along the way,
including a serious car accident
and several bouts of cancer. She
is driven, determined, with a zest
for life and justice and this book
is a speedy read.
JEANNE SALTER

Klara and the Sun by Kazuo
Ishiguro: Story of Klara, an Artificial Friend (AI) with outstanding
observational qualities, looking
at the loneliness of people’s lives
and wondering what does it mean
to love.
The Power of One by Bryce
Courtney: A young boy, Peekay,
showing self reliance and perseverance in times of hardship and
struggle. Set in South Africa, it’s a
page turner.
City of Thieves by David Benioff. Russia’s Leningrad, WW 2,
lots of famine and war and adventures and real hardship. Helps
you to forget the slight inconvenience of a pandemic!
The Magus by John Fowles:
A young man on a remote Greek
island is caught between reality
and illusion.
The Song of Achilles by Madeline Miller: Gods, kings, tragedy,
immortal fame and an epic love
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PODCASTS
What Trekkers
are listening to
Three Castles Burning: a wonderful series on multiple aspects
of Dublin’s social and political
history. I have listened to lots of
fascinating topics from graveyards to cinemas to spies to early
airlines.

Ramblings: BBC Radio 4 series
presented by Clare Balding,
walking with people in various
parts of the UK with a few in
Ireland also. With this podcast
and the google satellite view
map I have done a number of
wonderful virtual walks. My
favourite so far was probably
the Nidderdale Way in Yorkshire,
which is on my real life to do list
now. Hundreds of walks to choose
from, some themed, some just
walks with folks who like walking.
Desert Island Discs: BBC
Radio 4’s huge back catalogue is
available on Spotify. I am still in
the 1970s and have listened to
many interesting folks, including
Sir Edmund Hillary, Dizzie Gillespie
and also discovered that during
World War II, author Ronald Dahl
could well have been stationed at
the very same RAF base in Iraq
as my grandfather!
Ulysses by James Joyce and
Reading Ulysses: I know that I
would never be able to complete
reading the book but I have
listened to the whole book on
a podcast from RTE, recorded
in 1982 with the accompanying
invaluable explanatory series
Reading Ulysses. These
explanations were great, when
the head of the Joyce Institute in
Zurich says that a certain section
is not understandable you can
certainly feel a little better about
yourself!!
The podcasts I have listened to
recently all come from Spotify but
are also on Apple podcasts (and
most likely gGoogle for Samsung’s
too?):

JANE COCHRANE

I’m tuning in every Friday at
9.30pm to a great podcast
seminar series run by Boston
College called the Irish Influence.
Since February, people they’ve
interviewed include filmmaker,
Lenny Abrahamson; traditional
musicians, Karan Casey and Brian
Continued on page 19

Continued from page 18
O’Donovan; the documentary
film-maker, ecologist and
Irish language expert Manchán
Magan and UCD-based life writer,
Emilie Pine, author of Notes to
Self. You can join every Friday
night for one hour here where
they take questions in the chat for
the speaker: https://www.bc.edu/
content/bc-web/sites/ireland/theirish-influence.html
Past Irish Influence podcasts
are available here: www.bc.edu/
bc-web/sites/ireland/the-irishinfluence/past-irish-influence.ht
ml?fbclid=IwAR0ZqkXDUMPJpKq
Aec2801F1kKMG_rdcYjGEJEO5ep8itASNfDSVmRmc9Q
As a member of Gen-X, I’m also
enjoying the MoLI podcast in
partnership with the University of
Notre Dame here: https://moli.
ie/whats-on/events/. MoLI run
several other series, including an
LGBT history and culture one, and
once-off events also available at
the same link. Reading is not just
a moment in time but one that
unfolds over time: why memories
of childhood reading are worth
revisiting”: Siobhán Callaghan
(PhD candidate at Trinity College)
did a great podcast with Dr. Alison
Waller here:https://soundcloud.
com/tlrhub/tlrh-hublic-spherechildhood-books-the-powers-ofrereading
IDE CORLEY
Conversations: by Australian

Broadcasting Corporation – if you
like hearing about other people’s
lives, whether they’re a prime
minIster or a dog walker, you’ll
enjoy this. Class.
This American Life: always
have something good on the go.
Power: The Maxwells and
Hunting Ghislaine are two good
“Robert Maxwell” related podcasts
Chameleon: from Campside
Media, excellent true podcast of
people being duped in Hollywood.
Who the Hell is Hamish: Australian podcast that will have your
jaw drop – because it’s true.
GAYE MAGUIRE

TV
SHOWS
MOVIES
What Trekkers
are watching
All Creatures Great and Small:
2020 remake of the wonderful
stories of vet, James Herriot, may
still be available on RTE Player.
Feasts for the Trekker eye of the
majestic

The Sisters Brothers, top left:
book by Patrick De Witt now
a Netflix movie starring John
C Reilly and Joaquin Phoenix.
Above: the cast of the 2020
remake of All Creatures Great
and Small
countryside of the Yorkshire
Dales.  The original 1970s version
is on Amazon Prime.
PADDY MACMANUS
Page Eight, Turks & Caicos
and Salting the Battlefield:
Three separate but linked Netflix
dramas starring Bill Nighy as MI5
spy Johnny Worricker, on the run
after exposing British government
secrets. Written by David Hare.
Murder on the Home Front:
As the Luftwaffe rains bombs on
London during the Blitz, a serial
killer is getting away with murder.
Eyewitness: Nordic noir drama
– teen lovers Philip and Henning
witness a murder but vow silence.
MARY MURPHY
The Burren: Heart of Stone:
Two-part documentary about the
beauty of the Burren. Part 1 on
RTE Player, Part 2 on RTE One on
Sunday, April 17th.
DYMPNA THUNDER
The Mauretanian: Gripping
legal thriller based on true story
of Guantanamo prisoner. Stars
Jodie Foster but Tahar Rahim,
playing the prisoner, is standout.
FRAN O’ROURKE
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Sam, the
Trinity
Fox, with
her mate
Prince
in TCD
grounds.
Right: a
deserted
shopping
mall

Surviving the post-Christmas lockdown
Ilse McDonagh looks back ruefully on the past three months
How to survive this pandemic and
stay sane? I asked myself this
question as I found the postChristmas lockdown harder than
the others.
Despite the availability
of a vaccine which is, as I type,
was being administered to health
care workers and others in the
frontline, I am struggling more
than I did in previous lockdowns.
The staying in all the time
is hard, we are social animals
and like to mix with other people
exchanging ideas, thoughts, and
opinions. I do try to stay positive
and to think of the glass as half
full. I used to consider my daily
walk as setting me up for the day;
now, that it is my day and my
only focus, it has lost some of its
charms.
It is certainly not a
substitute for an evening at the
theatre or cinema followed by
dinner in a restaurant (remember
those?) Meeting one’s friends is
the best tonic and being deprived
of this, over long months is
damaging to our mental health.
Playing bridge online
passes a morning but when
John or Mary take too long to
play, I find myself screaming at
my laptop. (I’ll be deleting that
last comment during the editing
process).
My husband is driving
me mad. I read somewhere that
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there will be a glut of women on
the market for a new husband
when the pandemic is over. I’m
wondering how to get in there
early? He insists on telling me
the latest Covid-19 statistics on
an hourly basis and he’s worse
than Joe Duffy telling me to wash
my hands: hands I no longer
recognise; the redness first
turned to itchiness then flakiness
and now I have developed dry
cracks which, ironically, allow
bacteria to penetrate my skin.
The Whats App platform
has really taken off during these
last interminable months and I
have laughed heartily watching
videos about wine consumption
(those are the ones I identify with
most-- note to self, delete when
editing); precocious children
showing up their parents; not to
mention idling away lost hours
trying to find a car in a field of
toadstools (no I still haven’t found
it!) or a horse on a frog.
Yes, the WhatsApp
platform has become a sort of
lifeline where we can forward
on the funniest videos to other
groups. The ping of my phone
is often the highlight of my day,
(check with editor; am I sharing
too much?).
As I only ever cleaned
the house whenever visitors
were expected, the motivation
to do so now is lost with no one

allowed to call to people’s homes.
I remember with nostalgia the
children asking: ‘Who’s coming?’
when they saw me take out the
hoover.
Not being able to travel is
probably the hardest restriction
for me. Those who did so quickly
learned the error of their ways
when they boasted about their
Italian sojourn and were met
with frosty receptions. When I
suggested to my husband that a
week in the Canaries would be
just the thing to cheer me up, his
response is unprintable.
I sometimes have difficulty
recognising certain people
especially if they are also wearing
hats. On one particular wet and
windy dark day I was stopped
by someone using my name. I
hadn’t a clue who they were until
they mentioned bridge and the
penny dropped. I was delighted. I
remembered their name and said
“Hi Tom, Happy New Year.” I was
given a strange look and Tom”
removed his hat to reveal Sorcha!
When this is over, I look
forward to resuming my former
life with vigour and I imagine I
shall be giddy with excitement
when I can go to the airport and
get on a plane. I know the first
place on my list will be Thailand
where I shall visit my son whom
I haven’t seen for more than a
year!

Photographing city and suburbs

There was an
explosion of
street art in
Rathmines and
in Docklands in
lockdown says
Sue Ward, who
took the two
pictures right
and bottom
right.
Top picture
and below
left: riverside
cottage in
Barnacullia.
Sandyford and an empty O’Connell Street. Picures: Paul O’Kane
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